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Executive summary

 Our platform will be the first and most qualitative charity-aimed product on the 

cryptocurrency market. With the “LIFE Charity platform,” consumers will be able to 

choose any available non-profit foundation and donate any amount of Ethereum 

tokens to it. As a reward, every participant will get “LFT” — Life Tokens that can be 

sold on any available exchange or stored on an ERC-20 wallet. 

Life is a charity platform based on blockchain technologies.  Our team found the 

revolutionary way to make donations easy, fast and secure with the help of 

blockchain technology
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Why charity is important?

 The main goal of charity from the beginning was to help people. By donating

your money to non-profitable organizations you can save the life of a human

being, historic building, animal or even the whole species. Every single

donation will be important — both big and small.

Helping

Tax support
 No one likes when the government is trying to intrude in a business, private

foundation, etc.— But we can't deny the fact that the government supports

citizens who donating their money to charity. For example, The IRA Charitable

Rollover allows individuals who are 70*1/2 years old to donate up to $100,000

to any charitable organization directly from their IRA, without that donation

being counted as taxable income when it is withdrawn 

Status
 From the creation of show-business and mass media, charity has become a

question of status. Today, anyone who is participating in charity is rehabilitating

their position in the community — it reveals the importance and nobleness of

charities in our society today. That is why we see a lot of celebrities, politicians

and wealthy people donating their funds to charity - not just to help people but

also to raise and reaffirm their status in community
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Vision
 As the team that creates charity-based product we advocate for transparent and

secure transactions directly to a non-profit foundations. Blockchain technology

was initially created to make fully safe transactions that couldn't be hacked in

any way. This kind of technology must be implemented in charity platforms as

the main way to send money to a non-profit organizations.

 Each and every year new technologies came up in fundraising and charity. For

example: In the year 2004 such thing as Social Media wasn't even considered as

the tool for fundraising and charity but already in year 2014 with the help of

Facebook and other social medias ALS association raised more than 100 million

dollars. Created in the year 2010 first donation crowdfunding platform -

GoFundMe allowed people to donate their money to non-profitable

organizations and people who need assistance with any problem. Platform

succeeded, as the example: Jeff Bauman, who lost both legs in the Boston

Marathon Bombing in 2013, has the second most successful fundraiser on the

site with over $800,000 raised . By the year 2015 GoFundMe got valuation

close to a half billion dollars and now staying at the rate of 4 billion donations

per year*. We decided to combine charity and fundraising platforms with

blockchain technologies to create new kind of product that will be disruptive for

charitable giving. 

Studies
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The growth of giving in billions 1975-2015

Problem
 One of the main problems of charity in 2018 is the lack of trust, technical 

equipment, marketing and most important - motivational factor. Blockchain 

technologies is being developed and developing now in the way of finances, 

fiat-to-crypto transactions, applications development etc. With this kind of diversity 

on the market the consumer still didn't receive any high quality social-based 

 What is “charity” today? The 2014 Index Good examined the $233 million in online 

donations to 45,000 nonprofit organizations. If we compare this to the biggest 

charity foundations for now that create capital of more than 390 billion dollars 

(Total giving to charitable organizations was $390.05 billion in 2016 (2.1% of GDP)

product that can change the world with the help of blockchain technologies.
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 Nowadays, a lot of ICO's enter the market and being one of the fastest ways to 

collect funds for your product or company. The 10 biggest ICO's and tokens 

created a 19.4 billion dollars of market capitalization. We are helping to expand 

the boundaries of investment possibilities in cryptocurrencies — our product will be       

recognized as the common way to donate your digital assets to charity.

a non-profit foundations.

 This is an increase of 2.7% in current dollars and 1.4% in inflation-adjusted dollars 

from 2015) — we can easily see the huge difference between online-charity and 

charitable foundations. Furthermore, on the non-crypto market segment you can't 

find 100% online charity-based platform that allows a consumer donate money to 

 Prior to the 40-year period 1976–2016, total giving was consistently at or above 2.0% 

of GDP. It fell below 2.0% throughout most of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. Total 

giving as a percentage of GDP rose to 2.0% and above through most of the 2000s, 

but then dropped to 1.9% in the years 2009 to 2011. Total giving as a percentage of 

GDP was 2.1% for three of the four years, 2013–2016. In years 2016 - 2017 total giving   

as a percentage of GDP dropped to 1.9%.
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First problem and solution - Lack of trust
 Trust in charity is very important thing. As we unfortunately know charity is being 

actively used by scam groups, creators of fake crowdfunding events for charity 

etc. So why you should trust us? We got two reasons — blockchain and private 

crypto accounts of organizations. Our platform is not holding any amount of 

money on developers private accounts, all fund goes directly to organizations, 

that is why we just can't steal your money or do anything with it. Consumer can 

always see where he has sent his digital assets.  

 Also, just to earn your 100% trust, you will see the list of all transactions that is taking 

place in our network. Biggest donations will be made in manual mode just to make 

sure that your help arrived to people who really need it. 

$
Your donation Smart contracts Charitable giving
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Second problem and solution - Low rate of 
donations online

 Our team is looking forward to correcting the situation on the charity market. Our 

plan is creating a 100% charity-based blockchain platform where everyone can 

choose any available foundation and donate their digital assets to it. As we have 

said, all online donations is creating a capital of $233 million dollars — which is very 

small part of the whole charity foundations. 

 With the help of blockchain technologies we can attract more than 200% of whole 

online-charity capitalization. In the best case scenario our team is looking forward 

to attract more than 1 billion of digital assets which is only 0.25% of total 

cryptocurrencies capitalization for present day. Total grow of cryptocurrency 

market from Jan 1 of 2017 to Jan 1 2018 stood at more than 3000% — with half of 

this temp of grow we can achieve more than 15 billion dollars of investitions in 

charity from the blockchain technologies by the year 2019 . 

Total market capitalization growth  in billions 
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Third problem and solution - Motivational
factor

 Donations to charity is the very important thing, but at the same time everybody 

wants to get something for things they give — we dealt with this problem with the 

help of blockchain technologies. Every person that will be donating their digital 

assets to charity will be rewarded with “Life token” (LFT) that they can sell on any 

available exchange or store on ERC-20 wallet. Also, every participant will get his 

own “Donation rate” - with every ETH-based token donated consumer get a higher 

“Donation rate” that includes: reduced fee for donations, higher ETH-LFT exchange 

rate and special ‘’donor’’ certificate that giving a possibility to manage donation 

events on our platform.

 

Balance:

2000

Cure Cancer Foundation 06.17.2018

2.5 ETH 3200 LFT

Stop abuse foundation 01.13.2018

1 ETH 1280 LFT

WWF 09.18.2017

5 ETH 6400 LFT

My donations

Transaction ID: 22158

Transaction ID: 22341

Transaction ID: 22158

PETA 07.19.2018

1.8 ETH 2304 LFT
Transaction ID: 33181

Donation rate:

X2.00 

Balance:

2000

Donate

Donation rate:

X2.00 

American Red Cross

U. N. I. C. E. F.

WWF

WATCH

RIGHTS

HUMAN

World Wildlife Fund

Human Rights Watch
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Solution details

 Our platform will have two kind of partnerships with foundations: 

 First: Direct partner system. Direct partners of Life donations platform will have their 

own account on our platform and recieve digital assets directly to their 

Ethereum-based wallet. So in this case our platform will be the courier between 

consumer`s digital assets and foundation account. 

 Second: Non-direct partner system. Non-direct partners of our platform won`t 

have a special dedicated account with Ethereum wallet connected to it. So that 

means that our platform smart contract will receive your digital assets then it will do 

an automated crypto-to-fiat transaction and send money to the charitable 

foundation. As the proof of your money being sent directly to foundation you will 

receive a report about the transaction from our side and side of the foundation 

that you donating your digital assets to.

Direct partner system Non-direct partner system 

Transparency and safe transactions between 
users and foundations

$
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Why do we need a reward system for donations 
and how it will work?
 The whole idea of charity is to give and receive nothing but a moral satisfaction. 

But we’re sure that a small reward for doing a charitable giving will be nothing but 

a win-win situation. Besides of tax reduction, people can receive tokens for 

donations that they can sell and get some part of their donation back or hold it as 

a long-term investment. Reward option won`t be mandatory - if consumer doesn’t 

want to get a reward he can just refuse to get it and it will go to “Life charity fund” 

- money from this fund will be donated in the end of month to people who need 

assistance or a small non-profit organisations.

Charity platform Life Community Network P2P Donation platform

Donations to nonprofit 
organizations

Life token reward system

Real time 
transparency

Life Network 
communication 

platform

Donation request platform

Nonprofits database 
and rating platform

Social networks 
parser

Donations for 
individuals in need

LIFE Platform

Life token reward system

Technical side of donations
 All the donations will be processed by smart-contracts that will be developed 

specially for our platform. Developers, so as the managers of Life charity platform 

won’t have any direct access to users donations. More information about our 

smart-contracts you can find in our official GitHub repository. 
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Business benefits and strategy
 As the non-profit organisation we are not considering our project as a tool to make 

money. Every single dollar,token etc will be donated to charity. Our platform will 

collect small fees (from 0.01% to 0.05%) for transactions to a non-direct partners just 

to pay the fees from crypto-to-fiat transactions. Funds from the ICO will be used to 

maintenance of Life charity platform. 

 According to “Adweek. How Agencies Are Meeting Millennials’ Demand for 

Socially Responsible Marketing by Katie Richards” article millennials have driven 

the social responsibility movement, with 70 percent of them reporting that they'll 

spend more with brands that support causes. Given that millennials represent $2.45 

trillion in spending power, the notion of "giving back" may be very powerful for your 

company's sales, not to mention, it's overall purpose. 

 Numerous enterprise businesses have come up with some pretty creative ways of 

doing social good. But you don't need a huge budget or full marketing team to 

execute a strong "giving back" campaign. Corporate donations are a great way 

to generously help to a nonprofit organizations that you like to choose. Most small 

businesses are able to make charitable donations each year. There are numerous 

benefits to corporate donations as a increased marketing, tax deduction, 

community improvement.
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Blockchain community valuation

 One of the goals of our team is to attract big blockchain companies as a Tether, 

WeChain, Tron, OmiseGo etc in charitable giving. We willing to create a corporate 

social responsibility for blockchain-based projects called “Blockchain community 

valuation”. High rate of BCV for big blockchain projects or ICO`s will be the sign for 

investors about integrity,transparency and reliability of the project. Companies 

that steadily donate to the charity every month or provide help to community and 

people will be rewarded with the high rate of BCV. Our platform will be the first way 

to increase your company's rate of BCV. Donation greater than $10 000 to any 

official foundation from our list will be enough to provide your company with the 

high rate of BCV.

BCV
 Blockchain community valuation 
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Our team has combined experience in finances, charity services, technology and 

marketing. Creating a competent team is the most important step towards a better 

way to spend, save your money and provide help to people who realy need it.  



Summary
Sector of social-based projects on the cryptocurrency market still haven`t been 

disbursed despite all projects with capitalization of billions dollars. Our project will 

take niche of social projects and create a direct connection between blockchain 

and charitable giving. From the perspective of investitions Life charity will be your 

best choice. Our product is one of the first on cryptocurrency market with this kind 

of concept and way of implementation. Potential ROI for your investment will be on 

the level of 100%. Our financial development team would provide listings on the 

biggest cryptocurrency exchanges and attract the largest investors. Besides of 

helping people, saving lives, forests, animals investments in Life are profitable assets 

that will benefit society as a whole and individual as one.
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CORPORATION, FOUNDATION OR OTHER ENTITY IN ANY JURISDICTION. THE TOKEN IS NOT THEREFORE INTENDED TO  REPRESENT A SECURITY INTEREST.
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